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Society: Book Reviews

Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
Liquid Landscape: Geography and Settlement at the Edge of America.
By Michele C. Navakas. (Philadelphia: University ofPennsylvania
Press, 2017. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, index. Pp viii,
248. $49.95 cloth.)

It has been axiomatic that Florida, as a state, as a landform, and
as a cultural phenomenon, is different, unique, special. Whether
that is true or not is open to debate, but Michele Navakas' book
builds on that truism in new, interesting, and provocative ways.
Liquid Landscape examines Florida history from the perspective of
geography and literature, providing a framework centered on its
always changing, always shifting, contingent topography. Navakas,
an assistant professor of English at Miami University in Ohio, concludes that "living in the absence of stable ground reveal [s] that
Florida's porous landscape has always necessitated modes of settlement, attachment, and belonging that differ from, yet are not less
durable than, those developed on firmer ground" (2). While many
writers have used the works of William Bartram, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, and Zora Neal Hurston to provide insight into Florida, she
uses their works (and those of other writers) to show how "Florida's
combination of topographic instability, geographic indeterminacy,
and demographic fluidity sustains histories and stories [author's
emphasis] that could not elsewhere emerge" (157).
Navakas starts with an examination of Florida's unique place
within the Anglo-American understanding of the meaning of
land itself. According to philosophers like John Locke, land had
value because of its productive capacity and the ability of people
[489]
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to "divide, enclose, and cultivate" it (19). Florida's land, watery,
swampy, and often uninhabitable, did not fit that description and
therefore led to a colonial and early national discussion over the
value of property. According to Navakas, some writers called Florida "a hopeless deviation from the rest of North America" (21). But
she focuses on other authors like William DeBrahm and especially
William Bartram, whose works on the impermanency of the Florida
landscape forced "many North Americans to imagine those who
managed to establish themselves on shifting ground as the rightful
possessors of the continent" (34).
The role of the Gulf of Mexico in the establishment of America's
"Southern Empire" has been well-documented in Jack Davis' recent
prize-winning work The Gulf: The Making of an American Sea (2017).
Navakas builds on this notion by using James Fenimore Cooper's
1848 novel jack Tier; Or, The Florida Reef to describe the importance
of Florida to this conception of a Gulf-based empire. She also elaborates on her analysis of the Florida Keys and the shoals that surround
them as "geographically dispersed and topographically shifting"
(90). The traditional means of continental expansion would not
work on land (if it even could be called land) like the Florida Keys.
Navakas see wreckers, those individuals who inhabited the Keys and
made a living by salvaging the cargo of ships smashed on the reefs,
as not simply pirates but as individuals whose "understanding of and
adaptation to the Reef' made them "worthy of emulation" (88).
In the most interesting and important part of the book,
Navakas moves away from examining the contingent maritime
fringes of the southern part of the Florida peninsula to analyze the
role of geography in the battl~s between white Southern expansionists and Seminole Indians and runaway slaves. She titles this
chapter "Florida Marronage: Everglades, Swamp, Savannah, Hammock," thus foregrounding the Florida landscape into a story of
economic, social, and cultural conflict. Using abolitionist Josiah
Giddings' 1858 work The Exiles ofFlorida as a guide, Navakas argues
that when discussing runaway slaves in Florida, words matter.
She prefers the word "maroon," which implies membership in a
"free, independent community whose sovereignty is grounded in
an incontestable claim to the land" (96). The land itself provides
the basis for this alternative community development, since "Florida enabled networks not only among Africans who had already
escaped and formed settlements in the swamp, but also between
Africans and Seminole Indians who had inhabited the region since
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the eighteenth century and shared a hostility toward U.S. expansion and slavery" (97). This idea ties into the notion of Florida
as an inhospitable intractable wilderness, unsuitable to permanent
civilized settlement. Navakas concludes that the very names of Floridian "features that harbored Seminoles, Africans, and their alliesEverglades, swamp, savannah, hammock- remained code for the
message that some U.S spaces belong to others" (124).
Navakas ends the major part of her work by examining the
extended sojourn of Harriet Beecher Stowe into post-bellum
Florida through the lens of the state's undeveloped wilderness
landscape. For Navakas, Stowe's writings, particularly her 1873
Palmetto-Leaves, reflect her understanding that establishing a homestead in Florida "requires the abandonment of what constitutes
'settlement' in other parts of the United States, and the adoption
of a different understanding of the term" (129). For Stowe, this
represents an opportunity for those who have been left behind in
the struggle for improvement and civilization. Far from being an
impediment, the state's geographic differences provided an ideal
place for many, including freedmen and freedwomen, to establish
a new life with endless possibilities.
The book ends with a brief coda, tying the twentieth-century
writings of Zora Neale Hurston to the ideas and beliefs of early writers. For Navakas, "Hurston's Florida is a place where land and water
change places with little warning ... thereby encouraging modes of
root-taking that would not elsewhere emerge' (156-157). Placing
Florida's interestingly different natural features at the center of what
is really a book focused on people who write about the state provides
a provocative and thought-provoking lens into over two hundred
years of Sunshine State history. Yet it is not without its problems.
Much of the northern part of the state and the Panhandle do not
possess different geography and ecosystems than much of the rest
of the South. The great longleaf pine forests that once stretched
from Virginia to east Texas made up a significant amount of the
landforms of northern and even central Florida, thereby negating
the arguments concerning Florida's uniqueness. Navakas underplays how much of Florida's past actually mirrors that of the rest of
the South. For instance, Leon County, home to the state capital,
produced more cotton in the years before the Civil War (on large
plantations using slave labor) than all but four counties in Georgia,
a state usually associated with producing huge amounts of the white
fiber. Those concerns, however, do not negate the importance of a
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book which re-interprets both writings about Florida and the geographic space of the state itself in new and fascinating ways.
Steven Noll

University ofFlorida

Hubs of Empire: The Southeastern Lowcountry and British Caribbean.

By Matthew Mulcahy. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2014. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, essay on
sources, index. Pp. viii, 244. $24.95 paper.)
A century ago scholars investigating life in early America
focused upon the English colonies along the Atlantic seaboard
and usually concentrated their research on the political and institutional history of elite white males. The interests of historians
have changed dramatically since with an ever greater interest in
the social and cultural history of all groups. By the early twentyfirst century a new paradigm had emerged, that is, the study of
Atlantic history with its focus upon the interactions of the peoples
of Africa, the Americas, and Europe. Still, many continue to prefer
a regional approach investigating the West Indies, Lower South,
Chesapeake, Middle Colonies, or New England.
Matthew Mulcahy suggests another approach. He argues
that we should revise that more traditional regional perspective
by examining the Carolina and Georgia Lowcountry settlements
in conjunction with the plantation colonies of the Caribbean, a
region he calls the British Greater Caribbean. He sees this as "a
coherent region," one in which "the region's major colonies developed as social and economic extensions of Barbados." (3) Mulcahy
acknowledges that there were differences between the Lowcountry settlements and those on the sugar islands. Notably, the Lowcountry settlers found a more moderate climate and employed a
task system on their slaves rather than the gang system developed
by Caribbean planters. Yet he believes it is valuable to utilize this
approach to call greater attention to these, the most valuable of
English possessions. These colonies had a "shared history and
common characteristics, among them a hazardous environment,
high mortality rates, a tremendously wealthy and powerful planter
class with strong ties to Britain, large slave majorities, and significant African cultural elements." (7)
Mulcahy provides a clear, though familiar, description of the
settlement of Barbados, the Leeward Islands, Jamaica, and the
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Lowcountry of South Carolina and Georgia. He is particularly
good in chronicling the embrace of sugar cultivation and the slave
system beginning on Barbados. While not new to scholars of the
region he properly emphasizes the possibilities of extraordinary
riches in these colonies particularly on Barbados in the seventeen th century and Jamaica in the eighteenth century. Indeed,
he makes clear that "white Jamaicans" were "the richest men and
women in British America," people with wealth that dwarfed that of
any group on the North American mainland. (81) There are also
useful chapters on the important role Barbados planters played in
the settlement of the Carolina Lowcountry, the brutalities of the
slave trade and the slave labor system, the creolization of culture
evident in the Greater Caribbean, and the latter's essential role
in the development of England's economic empire. His Epilogue
includes a helpful discussion of how the island colonies responded
to the political crisis in the empire in the 1760s and 1770s and why,
ultimately, the Lowcountry settlers supported the Independence
movement while the sugar island colonists would not.
Mulcahy has built this book on his extensive reading of the relevant secondary sources and printed primary sources. Indeed, few
scholars have been as thorough as he in the exploitation of those
sources. Curiously, however, he did not examine the manuscript
materials available on these colonies and that neglect diminishes
the overall impact of the book. An examination of the Recopied
Deed Record Books and Recopied Will Record Books in the Barbados Archives, for example, would have enabled him to draw his
own conclusions about wealth patterns on that important seventeenth-century sugar colony. It is also evident that, intended or
not, his narrative is driven by developments first on Barbados and
then on Jamaica. While he does refer frequently to other locales
in the British Greater Caribbean, the settlements on the Leeward
Islands and in the Lowcountry are not nearly as prominent in this
study. Yet that is as it should be given the primacy of Barbados and
Jamaica in the eyes of English imperial officials.
Still, Mulcahy provides a useful perspective, one actually suggested by Jack Greene over two decades ago but not fully realized
until we had this volume, from which to examine this critical region
of the English empire. Well organized and clearly written, Hubs of
Empire is a welcome addition to the growing literature on the development of English colonies in the Americas.
Larry Gragg
Published by STARS, 2022
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The Rise of Constitutional Government in the Iberian Atlantic World:
The Impact of the Cadiz Constitution of 1812. Edited by Scott
Eastman and Natalia Sobrevilla Perea. (Tuscaloosa: University
of Alabama Press, 2015. Acknowledgements, figures,
bibliography, index. Pp. xi, 304 $64.95 cloth.)

As we learn from the acknowledgements and the introduction
to this book, it is the result of a series of scholarly meetings held
during the last years and the organization of a congress in Lima
in the year 2012, during the bicentennial of the Constitution of
Cadiz. The Cadiz Constitution was the first constitution drafted
and implemented in the Spanish monarchy -the second Spanish
constitution if we count also the document approved in Bayonne,
France, by the French emperor Napoleon Bonaparte. As we are
told by the editors of this volume, it is intended to offer a reading
of the Cadiz text as a transnational document. To do so, a group of
thirteen very well known scholars gathered with the aim of reflecting on the various declinations of the experience of early constitutionalism in the Spanish world. A special emphasis is intended
to be put on the experience of subaltern classes and social groups
(Afro-Americans, Indigenous people and women).
Stating that the Cadiz charter is only properly understood if
considered as an Atlantic document does not mean to underestimate its local level impact. On the contrary, this book is built up
from local references of the constitutional experience -Mexico,
Central America, Colombia, Florida and Cuba, Peru, Rio de la
Plata, Brasil- but all of them are considered significant as pieces of
an Atlantic involvement and, above all, as interconnected experiences of a global constitutional culture. This is particularly visible
in Florida, an area rarely included in comparative studies of early
constitutionalism in the Spanish world. As shown in this book, the
double proclamation of the Cadiz constitution in San Agustin (in
1812 and in 1820) is significant for the understanding of the extent
of loyalism at the end of the Spanish empire and also for interpreting Florida's first contact with constitutionalism.
The authors of this book also analyze the Cadiz moment as
though they did not know that the final result of this historical
moment was the definitive collapse of the Spanish empire in continental Spanish America. This is important from a methodological
point of view because it allows them to focus on a variety of political
viewpoints during the Cadiz moment (1810-1814) without taking
for granted that the crisis of the monarchy and the beginning of
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constitutionalism would result in the creation of a number of new
republics and states.
We can divide the content of this book into three different
parts. The first one has to do with the variety of constitutional experiences provided by the Cadiz constitution in those places where
it was effectively implemented (New Spain, Cuba-Florida, Central
America and Peru) in contrast with those other areas, like the Rio
de la Plata and New Granada (Colombia), where the constitution
never was effective or was inconsistently implemented. The second,
one focuses on the study of the constitutional experience of those
social groups and clases (Afro-Americans, Indians, and women) not
included at all or scarcely impacted by the novelty of citizenship.
The last section is composed of a couple of chapters devoted to the
study of the Spanish constitutional culture and the reimplementation of the constitution from 1820 to 1823 (the TrienioLibera"C).
In the first set of chapters on the diversity of the impact of
the constitution, readers learn that early constitutionalism in
the Spanish world, as hypothesized by the editors, was indeed a
transnational experience. But, more importantly, these chapters
also demonstrate that the textuality of the constitution was not as
rigid as scholars usually suppose according to the idea of modern
constitutionalism. On the contrary, as some Spanish historians
(like Marta Llorente or Carlos Garriga) propose, the constitution
has to be interpreted in light of the constitutional jurisprudence
trends that developed in the Spanish territories where it was
implemented. That was the case not only for the enforcement of
the text in war and rebellious scenarios but also for the adaptation
of the constitutional regulations to the social and ethnic complexity of the American territories (notably regarding the electoral
regulations).
How subaltern classes experienced early constitutionalism is
one of the main concerns of this book. One of the most controversial aspects of the Cadiz constitution, along with its intolerance
of relgion, was the exclusion not only from citizenship but also
from the electorate of all people of African ancestry. It was of a
special significance in contexts like the Caribbean or the southwest
of Colombia (both analyzed in this book) where a significant part
of the population was of such ancestry. It is in this sense that, as
stated in this book, the constitution can be seen as a continuation
of colonialism and imperialism even though proslavery ideologues
preferred not to rely on the constitutional culture and practice, as
demonstrated in Cuba during the nineteenth century.
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A couple of articles in this volume are devoted to the analysis of
the constitutional culture and practice in the metropolis. The first
aspect is treated from an analysis of the historiographical debates
on the idea of an ancient Spanish constitution and its implication
for the drafting of the constitution. The practice of the constitution is seen from the perspective of the reimplementation of the
constitution during the Trienio liberal (1820-1823) and the development of some of the constitutional regulations contained in the
1812 text. The collection, however, does not include a chapter on
the analysis of the constitutional text itself, or aspects of it, like
the idea of a "catholic nation" or the organization of powers and
institutions.
This will be, in conclusion, a volume of interest both for scholars and students interested in early liberalism and constitutionalism and for general readers of Latin American history.
Jose M. Portillo Valdes

Universidad del Pais Vasco

Working on the Dock of the Bay: Labor and Enterprise in an Antebellum
Southern Port. By Michael D. Thompson. (Columbia: University
of South Carolina Press, 2015. Acknowledgments, illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. Pp. x, 312. $44.95 cloth.)
Michael D. Thompson has written a carefully researched indepth description of work on the Charleston waterfront before the
Civil War. What we see in Working on the Dock of the Bay is the human
face of race relations in antebellum Charleston where white masters were tom between their desire to maximize profits by utilizing
black labor - both free and slave - along the waterfront, while striving to control the independence that waterfront labor provided
to African Americans. Simultaneously, both free and slave African
Americans sought to control their own lives through their work on
the waterfront. This contest between blacks and whites occurred
within a chronological framework that Thompson reveals, but
could have emphasized further. Almost from the beginning of the
settlement of Charleston, blacks had worked on the waterfront.
The nature of that labor force, however, changed after independence with the expansion of the number of free blacks in South
Carolina and within the Atlantic world. Knowledge of the larger
Atlantic context, with the spread of emancipation in the North, and
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with slave rebellion in St. Domingue and the West Indies, altered
the context of that labor. The waterfront had always represented
a gateway to freedom for some African Americans; now that freedom loomed as a possibility for larger numbers. White Charlestonians became acutely aware of this threat to their command of
black labor after the Denmark Vesey conspiracy in 1820, passing
the first southern laws limiting the freedom of black sailors in port
and insisting on inspecting ships bound for New York in search of
escaped slaves. All such efforts to control black labor, which also
included having workers wear badges and congregate in set locations for daily hire, never really succeeded. An opportunity to limit
black labor on the waterfront emerged in the 1840s and 1850s with
the appearance of white immigrants from Europe willing to work
loading and unloading cargo. But attempts by these newcomers to
gain legislative support to limit and even expel black workers along
the waterfront ran into the brick wall of the profit motive of slave
owning legislators who preferred to continue to earn money from
their slaves who hired their own labor carting goods, loading and
unloading ships. Thompson also includes a chapter on the role of
disease on the waterfront, arguing that the introduction of large
numbers of white workers on the docks in the late antebellum
period left the city more vulnerable to outbreaks of yellow fever
because the black labor force had been relatively immune to such
epidemics. Finally, the coming of the Civil War, and a black exodus
from the city in 1860, allowed whites to dominate a waterfront that
became increasingly desolate as the Union navy tightened its blockade during the conflict.
If the book contributes to our overall understanding of life
and labor in the antebellum South, the introduction is misleading.
The opening paragraph relates a fascinating story of interracial
labor activity on the post-bellum Charleston waterfront. The reader begins to think that this must be a book about how whites and
blacks reached across the racial divide to form a "robust association
of class conscious wharf laborers" (2). The following paragraphs
begin to back away from this impression by suggesting how whites
and blacks had opposed one another on the docks during the antebellum period, but continues to mislead the reader with assertions
like "far from passively accepting their exploitation, this toiling
along Charleston's waterfront and elsewhere in the urban and maritime Old South audaciously laid the groundwork for astounding
triumphs in the otherwise tragic New South" (2). Thus Thompson
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insists on providing a class-conscious framework for a much more
complicated story that does not really cover the post-bellum period.
Thompson begins to focus more on the true content of the book
when he writes that waterfront "Labor ... can be used as a prism to
elucidate the borders of slavery and freedom, restriction and agency, reaction and progress, and workers' liminal position betwixt and
between," (3) although he could have been more precise in the
introduction over the nature of these distinctions.
Thompson has written a book that may not live up to all he
promised about class conflict in his introduction. Nor do the chapters themselves flow easily one to the other. However, Thompson's
depth of research is outstanding and he demonstrates an ability
to bring to life a host of black and white characters whose lives
have long been invisible to the historian. In the final analysis he
has filled in some important contours in our understanding of the
nature of slavery and the dynamics of black and white interaction
in a southern seaport that became identified as the very bastion of
fire eating Southern sectionalism.
Paul A. Gilje

University of Oklahoma

Warrior at Heart: Governor John Milton, King Cotton, and Rebel
Florida 1860-1865. ByJohn Adams. (British Columbia, Canada:
FriesenPress, 2015. Tables, acknowledgements, bibliography,
appendix, index. Pp. xii, 355. $29.99 cloth.)

Florida's role in the Civil War has not received the rigorous
scholarship produced on other · states in the nineteenth century
conflict. John Adams's book, Warrior at Heart: GovernorJohn Milton,
King Cotton, and Rebel Florida 1860 - 1865 attempts to fill this void by
examining Florida's wartime governor, John Milton, and the Civil
War events that took place in the sunshine state. Adams is a former
president of Enterprise Florida and has authored several books
on American military history from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. In this work, Adams focuses on two main themes, the
changing wartime cotton economy in Florida and Milton's role in
governing the Confederate state.
Adams's study begins before the Civil War and depicts the Secession movement within the state before going into detail about Rebel
Florida's wartime production and hardships. While Florida was a
relatively young state, having only achieved statehood sixteen years
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prior to secession, it was the third state to leave the Union. The state
joined the Confederate States of America, with the staunch support of newly elected Governor John Milton. Adams simultaneously
addresses the Civil War happenings in Florida, the role Governor
Milton played in these events, and how they connected to the larger
Confederate cause. A large portion of the book is focused on the panhandle region of the state, likely because this region is where most
Floridians resided in this period, both free and slave. Adams devotes
one chapter solely to Jackson county, where Governor Milton owned
and operated a Plantation. Warrior at Heart concludes with the end of
the war, the desolation of the Confederacy and the death of Milton
in 1865. Overall, the book addresses Milton's perspective within the
challenging context of Florida's Civil War Homefront.
Warrior at Heart brings together a large corpus of primary
sources centered on Milton's governorship, utilizing his letter
books and supplementing them with the use of documents found
in other archival collections and the Official Records of the Union and
Confederate Armies collection. Adams's use of scarcely analyzed primary sources on Florida's Civil War brings the complex nature of
the conflict to the forefront and highlights the need for further
research in this state's wartime struggles. His portrayal of Confederate Florida and the economic struggles faced by its residents demonstrates the struggles that Governor Milton faced daily in office.
The relatively unused primary sources are a welcome addition,
but Adams fails to place Warrior at Heart within the context of current scholarship. He does not address works produced in the past
several decades that have advanced Civil War Homefront studies of
the Deep South. Adams encapsulates his perspective in the conclusion stating, "the legacy of Rebel Florida under the leadership of
Gov. John Milton, as well as the rest of the South is the record of
ordinary people enduring extraordinary times in the name of King
Cotton and states' rights" (230). This dated perspective, reminiscent
of the long debunked Lost Cause interpretation, leads the academic
reader to view the analysis and conclusions drawn in some chapters
with skepticism. In addition, while the book depicts the full length
of Milton's life in detail, it falls short in discussing the larger Civil War
experience in Florida. A more expansive understanding of current
historical arguments would have expanded the work's impact greatly.
Overall, Adams offers much information on Milton's life,
his devotion to the Confederacy and his role in Florida's Civil
War experience. Additionally, he shows how "King Cotton" and
Florida's economy were key components of the states' Civil War
Published by STARS, 2022
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experience. Milton was a strong Confederate Nationalist and his
role as Governor of Florida illuminates the challenges that came
with governing in this short-lived country. Scholars will find the
source material and depiction of Milton useful and new, but the
work as a whole leaves the reader with a limited context for viewing
the man and highlights further the need for a larger body of scholarship on Florida and Floridians during the Civil War Era.
Tyler Campbell

University of Central Florida

To Live and Di,ne in Dirie: The Evolution of Urban Food Culture in the
Jim Crow South. By Angela J. Cooley. (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 2015. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. ix, 304. $30.95 cloth.)
This very readable book is a useful history of how restaurants
in the U.S. South have been an important contested public space
for over a century. Cooley sets out to show the evolution of eating establishments in a racist society and finds that contradictory
forces are often at play: the urbanization of the South, particularly
the spread of restaurants, often made separation between the races
impractical, but Jim Crow laws increased in response as racists
sought to prevent that democratization.
The author's purpose is to show the developing complexity of
Southern food culture over a "long" twentieth century. She uses a
chronological organization, with three parts: Southern Food Culture in Transition, 1876-1935; i;>emocratizing Southern Foodways,
1936-1959; and The Civil Rights Revolution, 1960-1975.
In the first part, Cooley shows that "scientific cooking" was a
leading theme before and into the early years of the twentieth century. This meant that poor women and African American women
were judged as inferior for not following specific "scientific" practices
and using advanced technology in their kitchens. The essence of
''Whiteness" was defined as modem, clean, and efficient, while other
people, particularly African American women, were generallyjudged
as incapable of such progress. The consequence of this was that food
purity was conflated with ''Whiteness." Of course poor white women
could not afford the expensive kitchen appliances being promoted to
consumers, but they might do all in their power to distinguish their
cooking from that of the unclean African American women. As with
all racist geographies, there were complications: many middle- and
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upper-class white women had African American women running
their kitchens. These women were apparently not always trusted, but
there was some status associated with keeping a "colored" maid (I
know this is still true in my hometown in North Carolina).
But Cooley shows that one major type of commercialization
would overshadow these social structures: the development of
retail eating establishments. Today "eating out" (if we include
"take-out") is responsible for nearly a third of meals consumed
in the region, but a century ago, it was much less common, and
that change would come to dramatically transform Southern landscapes and Southern social life.
At first, the racist construct focused on the "protection of white
women" from the threat of African American men. Public eating
places thus represented uncontrolled territories where white men
sought to create barriers; Jim Crow laws developed as the main
strategy. Most eating places were for whites only, or they had a
separate area for African American customers. African American
entrepreneurs were able to fill the niche for non-white customers,
but often had to face strict oversight by white police forces to keep
whites from mixing there.
Cooley devotes a major chapter to the story of fast food chain
restaurants, perhaps because the U.S. South has the highest proportion of such restaurants. Florida is shown to be a state with a
very high ratio of fast food chain restaurants. This would help to
democratize public eating spaces, if only because national chains
sought to maximize profits by getting every possible customer
through the doors, regardless of their color. Cooley points out
that the customer images used to promote these restaurants were
overwhelmingly white, and blacks were made to feel unwelcome in
many fast food chains.
But another change was coming to the South: the Civil Rights
Movement. Cooley is at her best in this section, where we get a
rich history of the lunch counter sit-ins, and the white resistance
to African American activists' efforts. The 1960 Greensboro sit-in
by four African American students from North Carolina A&T University was just one small part of a central strategy of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Schools and buses had been
central territories of protest in earlier years. The sit-ins were perhaps just as important, Cooley shows. Sit-ins took place all over the
region; in August of 1960, injacksonville, Florida, a group of white
men attacked the activists who had staged a peaceful sit-in at a W.T.
Grant department store lunch counter.
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Cooley builds a lively story of the arrival of civil rights at Southern eating establishments. She uses anecdotes from most Southern
states, and shows that the racist structures in the region were strong
enough to resist decades of campaigning for change. She shows
that even today, restaurants may find ways to make African Americans feel quite unwelcome. The case of Cracker Barrel constitutes
her leading example of this; the company has been found guilty
of racist practices in more than one lawsuit. As Cooley points out,
this restaurant frames "southern cooking" as the cooking of white
Southerners, and uses a nostalgic decor that supports that notion.
In the end, Cooley finds dining in the South has seldom meant
equality for African Americans. She does not seek to build or build
on a larger theory about culture, or to relate this history to other
important aspects of "urban food culture," such as gardening, grocery shopping, diet, health, modem home cooking, cookbooks, or
school cafeterias. I would have enjoyed reading more about soul
food restaurants than Cooley gives here. Some of her minor conclusions seem to be based on just a few anecdotes. I would have
liked to see in the conclusion more connections to the literature
cited in the introduction.
But the book is well-written and its main conclusions are wellsupported. Southern urban food culture has been democratized
in part by consumerism, but also by the brave efforts of hundreds
of brave African Americans, in spite of intense resistance by racists
at nearly every corner establishment. We needed this book: it is a
fine history, one that is essential for understanding how Southern
people eat today.
Edward H. Davis

Emory & Henry College

The Jews of Key West: Smugglers, Cigar Makers, and Revolutionaries
(1823-1969). By Ario Haskell (Key West, FL: Sand Paper Press,
2017. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. Pp. 208. $24.00 paper.)
Ario Haskell argues that the important role that Jews have
played in the history of Key West has largely been ignored by tourism boosters. Haskell's goal is to "recover this lost history and
reach a fuller understanding of the island's past." He succeeds
admirably in this mission by tracing the contributions ofJews from
the era of the first military installation on the island in the early
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1820s through the beginnings of its dramatic transition towards a
tourism economy in the 1960s.
Although the Key West newspapers of the 1830s and 1840s do
not refer to a Jewish population, it is likely, Haskell argues, that
there was a small community of Jewish peddlers and that some of
the travelers and merchants who arrived on the island were Jews.
But he also is able to specify Jews who contributed to the island during this early era, including during the 1850s one who received a
U.S. contract to provide mail service to the island, and others who
were successful merchants.
Jews became more significant in Key West after the Civil War.
Haskell chronicles the importance of Jewish cigar manufacturers
in this industry that became the mainstay of the island's economy.
Although the dominant population change due to the cigar industry was the growth of the island's Cuban population, he argues that
the cigar industry was a Jewish story almost as much as a Cuban
story. Jews were still a small proportion of the population in the
mid-1870s, but a "significant proportion" of them were involved in
the cigar business, primarily as owners and managers of factories.
A new wave ofJews, primarily immigrants from Eastern Europe,
arrived in Key West in the 1880s and 1890s. The newcomers faced
a political establishment that favored Anglo Americans over other
groups in the community. For example, the local government
imposed a $1,000 fine on peddlers, most of whom were Jewish, to
protect the Anglo-Saxon merchants. In fact, the fine turned out
to be beneficial to many Jews, motivating them to became store
owners. They also nurtured organizations to serve the Jewish community. Some of the more intriguing sections of the book discus
the close relationship between many of the island's Jewish population and its Cuban immigrants, who, drawn by the cigar industry, became the most numerous immigrant group by 1885. Jews
sympathized with the plight of Cubans under Spanish rule which
reminded them of the plights Jews were facing in their homelands.
Jose Marti, the father of Cuban independence, explicitly connected the Cuban and Jewish circumstances, and Jews in Key West,
other than the Jewish cigar manufacturers, actively supported his
efforts to raise funds and arms for the revolution. Jews and Cubans
also formed alliances in local politics that achieved some influence
over the local power structure.
Another important component of this book focuses on the
effort by Jews in Key West to help Jews fleeing oppression in Eastern Europe reach the United States, in spite of U.S. Immigration
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Laws passed in 1921 and 1924 that severely restricted legal immigration from Eastern and Southern Europe. Here again, the JewishCuban connection came into play. Many European Jews headed
to Cuba, partially because for a short time U.S. immigration laws
included a provision that immigrants who resided in Cuba for at
least a year could then enter the United States. This provision was
soon eliminated, andJews headed many of the smuggling networks
that emerged to bringJews from Cuba to Key West, then, usually, to
other points in the United States.
Haskell's final chapter discusses a "renaissance" in Key West's
Jewish population after World War II. Key West's economy suffered during the 1920s and the Great Depression and its population dropped dramatically. But during the next two decades, the
population grew as Key West became the site of significant military
installations.
During the 1950s and 1960s, the U.S. military played a significant role in the island's economy, but tourism was growing in importance. Haskell highlights the importance of David Wolkowsky, who
was born in Key West, but whose family had moved away while he
was a child. Wolkowsky returned to Key West and opened the Pier
House in 1968, which became a prominent destination for many
tourists, including many figures in the arts such as Truman Capote
and Leonard Bernstein.
At various points, readers might have benefitted from more
elaboration of characteristics of Key West and its population. One
example is the failure to mention the significance of the Bahamian
immigrants to Key West. By 1885, Bahamian immigrants, including both whites and blacks, comprised about 24 percent of Key
West's total population. The author might also have mentioned
the prevalence of labor unrest in Key West's cigar industry and
the relevance of the strikes to efforts to foment support for Cuban
independence.
In the last section of the book, Haskell's emphasis on the rise
of tourism might have benefitted from at least a mention of a small
but growing gay population on the island. In fact, Wolkowsky renovated the Greene Street building that had once housed Sloppy
Joe's and rented it to Morgan Bird, who opened "the Oldest Bar,"
which attracted many gay residents and tourists.
Haskell misstates the status of blacks in Cuba and of nativeborn whites on the island during the late 1880s and early 1890s,
while revolutionary fervor was growing. He notes that blacks were
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slaves, owned by the ruling Spanish class (67). In fact, slavery was
abolished on the island in 1886, and a sizable free black population
existed prior to its abolition. He also notes that native-born whites
in Cuba could not own property, but many white creoles, born .on
the island, were property owners.
In sum, this text is now the singular source for an understanding of the Jewish population in Key West. This well-written and
clearly-organized book should certainly be read by any who have
an interest in Key West and, more generally, the history of Jews in
the United States.
Robert Kerstein

University of Tampa

Pageants, Parlors, & Pretty Women: Race and Beauty in the Twennethr

Century South. By Blain Roberts. (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2014. Acknowledgements, illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xii, 348. $39.95 cloth.)
In her work, Pageants, Parlors, & Pretty Women: Race and Beauty
in the Twentieth-Century South, Blain Roberts delivers a long overdue history of beauty culture in the twentieth-century South. While
beauty queen pageants, cosmetology, and hair care practices are
often dealt with in separate books, Roberts writes an all-encompassing history of beauty culture that details the experiences of both
black and white women.
The first chapter of Robert's study is possibly her most significant. Giving breadth and regional difference to the history of American beauty culture, Roberts documents how white women in the
rural South came to adopt modern aesthetics at a slower pace and
for different reasons than their northern counterparts. In the early
twentieth century, rural Southern women who lived far from retail
markets and had little disposable income, prepared their cosmetic
concoctions as home. Whereas by the 1920s city-dwelling Northern women used bobbed hair and boyish fashions to demarcate
their newly modern identity and lifestyle, in the South social norms
steadfastly defined unpainted faces and long hair as evidence of a
Southern women's virtue, obedience, and genteel nature. To push
through these market barriers, in the 1910s, 1920s, and 1930s manufacturers began to sell cosmetics in the South by linking them to
the maintenance of elite white women's elevated social position.
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Face powders and bleaching creams were thus branded as important accouterments that highlighted the white women's "natural"
beauty and racial superiority. In contrast to the libertine urban
flapper, Roberts thus shows how cosmetic manufactures sold their
products to the masses of white Southern women by appealing to
both their traditional values and their elitist aspirations. In a stunning about face, by World War II the use of commercial beauty
products was widespread in the South and any woman who chose
not to use makeup was popularly viewed as an ugly, social misfit living in deliberate denial of her birthright to beauty.
In chapter two, Roberts turns her attention to African American women in the first decades of the twentieth century. Presenting a synthesis of the major scholarship on black beauty culture,
Roberts argues that for African American women the pursuit of
beauty was a way to gain confidence, respectability, and economic advancement in the hardscrabble Jim Crow South. In addition
to using the history of well-documented and prominent African
American female entrepreneurs such as Madame CJ Walker and
Annie Turnbo Malone, Roberts also gives readers an insightful analysis of lesser-known, small-scale black business owners.
For example, she details a Washington D.C. beauty shop run by
Catherine Cardozo Lewis, as well as the Beckwith Manufacturing
Company of Cleveland which, like many black-owned firms, profitably sold skin bleach and lightening powders to black women in
the South. For African American women who adopted the era's
definition of what looked respectable, beauty culture, according
to Roberts, presented both tools of empowerment and additional
burdens for its adherents. While race leaders heralded black women's well-groomed look as the embodiment of racial progress and
respectability, ordinary black women often struggled to keep up
with the significant financial obligations that fashionable clothing,
freshly pressed hair, and made-up faces necessitated.
As women increasingly adopted makeup, cosmetology, and
modern fashions, public displays of female beauty became a mainstay of Southern culture. Chapters three and four of Roberts' work
thus focus on the history of white and black beauty contests. Initially controversial, pageants became a place for women, as participants and as spectators, to enter public spaces previously reserved
for men. By the 1930s, pageants were sponsored by agricultural
groups, 4-H clubs, and college campuses. Indeed, Roberts argues
that the evaluation of crop harvests gave a foundation for the rise
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of beauty contests. As she contends, during this era farm shows
shifted from an emphasis on "growing better tomatoes to growing
better bodies." For Southerners female pulchritude emerged as a
point of pride. For whites, the beautiful belle served as a symbol
of regional prosperity and the glory of the "lost cause" (especially
when the Southern woman beat Northern competitors in national
beauty competitions). For African Americans, beauty pageants also
recast the female body for public consumption and reconsideration. Far from the unattractive mammy figure of yore, black "cotton queens" and "co-eds" from across the South were portrayed as
beautiful, dignified and graceful ladies whose beauty was on par
with that of their white counterparts.
The final chapter of Roberts' work is the most comprehensive but also, the most problematic. Unlike her previous chapters,
which (like the South) were segregated by race, Roberts' final
chapter integrates her analyses of black and white beauty culture
during the Civil Rights Movement (and the decades that follow it).
Like her other chapters, Roberts' work is exhaustively researched
and tracks the multiple ways in which women's bodies were used
to make political arguments during a rights conscious era. My
biggest criticism of this chapter is that at times Roberts' own language seems to normalize concepts of beauty. For example, when
Roberts states on page 196 that "in heels and bathing suits, pretty
white women of the South stood as evidence of racial integrity
and superiority" while "in Afros and leopard-print dresses, pretty
black women of the South did the same," this reader found herself wondering "pretty" by whose standards? While the author does
an excellent job of exploring how beauty reinforced racial hierarchies in post-World War II America, the politics of sexuality are left
unquestioned. As such, this reader would have liked to have seen
a greater acknowledgement that what society deemed "pretty" was
in fact a heteronormative social construct that valued and empowered certain groups of women over others.
Overall, Roberts' work is a formidable and exhaustively
researched piece of scholarship that gives readers a significant counterpoint to analyses of beauty culture that have all too often focused
on Northern narratives. Indeed, it should be read by those interested in the history of the U.S. South, women's history, American
studies, Business history, and the study of black/white race relations.
Malia McAndrew
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Florida Soul: From Ray Charles to KC and the Sunshine Band. By
John Capouya. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2017.
Acknowledgements, illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. Pp. 408. $24.95 cloth.)
Florida Soul explores the underrepresented history of soul
music attached to the Sunshine State and advocates its place alongside other bastions of soul music. It is stimulating and sure to be
pleasing to readers interested in American popular music and Floridian history. In the introduction, author John Capouya notes that
he is not claiming to be comprehensive, although the carousel of
characters woven throughout the book's twenty chapters makes
clear the author's interest in breadth. Florida Soul moves chronologically and darts around the state with each subsequent move from
chapter to chapter. As Capouya states, most readers are likely to be
familiar with the best-selling musicians of the book, among whom
are Ray Charles, Sam Moore, and KC and the Sunshine Band. The
best moments, however, emerge through Capouya's rich interviews
with the lesser-known folks of Florida Soul.
Capouya certainly delivers on his promise to demonstrate the
impact of the state itself-that, like Memphis or Detroit, Florida
ought to be well known as a place for soul music. Supported by
archival research, Florida Soul contains extended interviews with
those involved in the writing, recording, producing, and performing the music. Future readers will be grateful to Capouya for
preserving the stories of this aging soul cohort, several of whom
have died between Capouya's research and the book's publication. Capouya's passion for the ~ubject is apparent, and he should
be commended for allowing the voices of his subjects to shine
through. For example, Capouya makes the decision to present
chapters twelve and thirteen as edited first person accounts by Willie Clarke and Helene Smith. This delivers a welcomed change of
pace from the previous chapters and provides the book's subjects
a degree of agency.
Capouya writes for a broad audience and with a conversational tone. His use of unnumbered endnote references allows for a
quick, unencumbered read but could frustrate those looking to
quickly find a reference. When Capouya refers to chord progressions or other music analyses (which is infrequent) he explains
them so that the reader need not have a technical background in
music.
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Each chapter is subtitled with the primary Florida town or city
(sometimes several) in which the chapter's subject operated. For
example, Chapter 14 is titled, "Henry Stone: Miami." This organizational decision allows the reader to focus on that individual
and make connections to other "characters" in the book-many
of whom have their own adjoining chapters. For me, one of the
sweetest chapters was the very short, touching seven-page vignette
of Noble "Thin Man" Watts. The primary voice (other than
Capouya's) in this chapter is that ofWatts's widow,June Bateman.
Capouya captures Bateman's fondness for her late husband, who,
after a successful recording career as an R&B tenor saxophone
player (mostly in the 1950s) and subsequent professional decline,
was honored near the end of his life. Watts earned official recognition by his hometown of Deland, Florida, and received an honorary doctorate from Stetson University for his career in music.
Given the author's stated place-based focus of the book, I
found myself yearning for a deeper emphasis on such connections.
Several of the musicians chronicled in the book, for example, have
a relationship to Florida A&M University and its infamous Marching 100 marching band. Although this connection is announced in
the introduction, Capouya largely leaves it to the reader to retain
such linkages and recall the other musicians associated with the
school. A sharper focus on place would have been especially welcomed in discussions concerning the Chitlin' Circuit and Florida's
segregated communities, both of which are examples of the placebased racism experienced by people (and musicians) of color in
the United States.
This leads me to my only criticism of the book: a desire for a
more critical evaluation of how racial politics shaped the careers
of the individuals chronicled. Chapter 5, for example, describes
the career of singer Linda Lyndell, a white woman who performed
on the Chitlin' Circuit with a black band and received threats for
doing so. Capouya describes Lyndell's experiences and focuses
on race throughout, however, this reader would have appreciated
the author's intervention more frequently. At the conclusion of
this chapter, for example, Capouya shares Lyndell's experience of
a 2003 retrospective concert in which she felt like she "was black"
(110; his emphasis). After experiencing racism her entire career,
this statement is meant to convey a sense of belonging Lyndell felt
within the soul community at that moment. Although Capouya's
introduction to the chapter suggests the problematic nature of
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such a proclamation in terms of racialized identities, his reticence
to intervene in that moment leaves Lyndell's statement unchallenged and misses an opportunity for a truly nuanced exploration
of race and soul music. For such a discussion, readers should tum
to other sources, several of which Capouya refers to throughout.
Florida Soul proves to be an engaging survey of a largely
unsung cavalcade of soul music contributors. Readers looking for a
detailed, accessible, and loving retrospective on Florida soul music
will be delighted.
Matthew J. DelCiampo

Texas A&M University

Nati,on within a Nati,on: The American South and the Federal Gov~
ment. Edited by Glenn Feldman. (Gainesville: University of

Florida Press, 2014. Acknowledgements, Illustrations, notes,
index. Pp. xii, 341. $74.95 cloth.)
Nation within a Nation seeks to make sense of both the South's
relationship to the federal government and the region's impact
on the trajectory of American politics. Through essays examining
tensions between Tories and Whigs, Populism, southern economic
development, the civil rights movement, and the rise of the modem
right, editor Glenn Feldman and the contributors make plain that
issues such as states' rights and local control surf a constantly churning tide of values, attitudes, and impressions that bear the clear
influence of both national and local political economy. Though the
contributions span political, int~llectual, and cultural history, the
twelve chapters comprising the book's five parts work in concert to
create a nearly singular narrative. Indeed, contributors leave little
doubt that southern politics and society reflect the lingering influence of a conservative vision for democracy that presumes that some,
as James Henry Hammond put it, are destined to be "mudsills."
Part I, which consists of Thomas F. Schaller's "First to Secede,
Last to Exceed," treats South Carolina's political history from the
American Revolution to the present as a window into southern conservatism. Schaller's chapter thus functions to frame subsequent
contributions. Focusing largely on the state's Ninety-Six Districthome to both John C. Calhoun and Strom Thurmond- Schaller
argues that South Carolina's history of rebellious independence
was not only wed to a vision of racial hierarchy but the state's
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secessionist impulses also reflected class tensions between the
fiercely independent backcountry whites and coastal elites. Planters and other commercial interests' dominance over state politics
from the Revolution through the 20 th century ensured that "states'
rights" generally referred to a deeply rooted circumspection about
central government rather than libertarianism. South Carolina's
history of reactionary politics is not simply visceral, but it reveals a
vision of "independence"-defined as freedom from federal oversight- that presumes pronounced inequality.
Part II examines the relationship between racism and southern antistatism. Zachary C. Smith's "Tom Watson and Resistance
to Federal War Policies During World War I" complicates C. Vann
Woodward's widely accepted characterization of the fiery Populist as a reformer turned racist reactionary. Focusing on Watson's
vitriolic editorials against World War I, selective service, and Leo
Frank, Smith convincingly argues that Watson's opposition to militarism as well as his reprehensible stance on the Leo Frank affair
were rooted, in part, in producerist economic appeals that likely
resonated with working class and rural whites as much as Watson's
racism and anti-Semitism. Jason Morgan Ward's "Negroes, The
New Deal, and ... Karl Marx" traces contemporary antagonism to
the federal government to the southern Democrats' defense of
Jim Crow during the Second New Deal and World War II. Perceiving proposed federal anti-lynching legislation, federal relief
programs, and Executive Order 8802 as challenges to racial hierarchy, southern Democrats-who had generally supported the First
New Deal- would, by the conclusion of World War II, construct
a critique of the welfare state that equated federal authority with
racial liberalism. In "Mississippi's Right Turn from Roosevelt to
Johnson," Rebecca Miller Davis argues that southern Democrats'
commitment to a reactionary racial politics ultimately fueled Mississippi's torturous departure from the Democratic Party between
1948 and 1964. And Chris Danielson's "The Republican Party and
African American Politics in Post-1965 Mississippi" contends that
white Mississippians' turn to the GOP would, by the 1980s, transform the state's Republican Party-which prior to Reagan had a
noteworthy African American membership- into a "lily white"
institution that was even more conservative than the national party.
Parts III and N explore the intellectual and economic issues
shaping southern conservatism. Fred Arthur Bailey and David R Jansson examine the influence of southern intellectuals (such as Melvin
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E. Bradford) and institutions (The League of the South and the
Southern National Congress) on the genesis of the Neo-Confederate
movement. Martin T. Olliff's and Matthew L. Downs's contributions
draw attention to the federal government's role in shaping southern economic development while exploring the impact of "local
control" over the trajectory of such projects. Downs's discussion of
the TVA in northern Alabama is especially good in this regard. And
Gregory L. Richard examines Judge J. Smith Henley's pivotal role in
reforming Arkansas's barbaric prison system in the 1960s.
Finally, in Part V Allan B. McBride and Natalie Matise Davis
examine the relationship between the Tea Party movement and
southern conservatism. Both authors trace the appeal of the Tea
Party to white southerners' longstanding rhetorical commitment
to individualism and limited government. Davis's essay, which centers on Alabama, is especially useful as it seeks to make sense of
Alabamians' paradoxical antagonism to a federal tax system that
provides net gains to Alabama, along with many other southern
states. In other words, Alabama receives far greater federal revenue from the federal government than it contributes. Ultimately
Davis contends that conservatives' vilification of the federal government has blinded many southerners to the benefits of government
to their detriment and the nation's.
What is most impressive about Nation within a Nation is that
while it focuses largely on the origins and implications of southern
conservatism, none of the contributions divest the region's politics
of complexity. Rather than simply casting southern political culture as "racist," for example, contributors-Schaller, Smith, Ward,
and Miller in particular- are generally sensitive to the dialectic
informing the region's economic and racial politics. Likewise, Bailey's andJansson's examination of the intellectual and institutional
underpinnings of contemporary southern conservatism offer chilling but nonetheless human accounts of the region's conservative intelligencias' reactionary vision that provides useful insights
into the political and cultural sway of southern nationalism. The
"southernization" of American politics over the past few decades
leaves little doubt as to the importance of 20 th century southern
political history. Undergraduates and others seeking to make sense
of either southern history or contemporary American politics will
surely appreciate Feldman and his contributors' work.
Toure F. Reed
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